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ABSTRACT: Opposed to phosphorus n+-emitters on p-type silicon solar cells, p+-emitters on n-type silicon solar
cells show altered properties with respect to e.g. dopant diffusion, electrical contacting, and metal induced recombination. This work tries to paint a consistent picture whose results base on deep-penetrating metal spikes (often also
referred to as crystallites) formed below Ag-Al screen printing pastes during the contact firing process. By optimizing
BBr3 diffusion processes, emitter dark saturation current densities of as low as 30 fA/cm² on alkaline textured and
passivated surface are obtained. For considering the interplay between boron doping profile and spike depth
regarding the specific contact resistance ρC, BBr3 diffusion processes are adapted yielding profiles with similar surface
concentration but different junction depth. Apart from the maximum boron concentration, the junction depth of the
doping profiles impacts ρC obtained for two examined Ag-Al pastes: deeper junctions lead to lower ρC. This finding is
confirmed by an analytical model taking metal spikes with penetration depths of several 100 nm into account. The
known issue of increased recombination below the Ag-Al metallization is addressed by a new simulation approach,
which models the actual geometric shape of metal spikes in a three-dimensional (3D) simulation utilizing the quasisteady-state photoconductance (QSSPC) technique. With these 3D QSSPC simulations, we discuss the impact of
metal spiking in boron emitters in relation to depth and surface coverage of the spikes, and discuss the scenario which
leads to dark saturation current densities of metallized boron emitters in the range of several 1000 fA/cm².
Keywords: boron-doped emitter; profile depth; dark saturation current density; contact resistance; metallization;
spiking; crystallites; simulation; QSSPC; Sentaurus Device
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INTRODUCTION

The performance of boron doped p+-emitters is a
major concern in the development of n-type silicon solar
cells. Covering three aspects of boron emitters—process
and electrical characterization, contact resistance, modelling of spiking—are targeted at conveying a deeper understanding of the functionality of boron emitters. It is
meant to provide design rules for tailoring a boron
emitter suitable for the solar cell concept of choice and
guidance for its screen-printed and fired metallization.
The results of this work base on three recent publications addressing comprehensive development and characterization of boron emitter profiles for n-type silicon solar
cells [1], specific contact resistance ρC [2], and simulation
of spiking effects on the dark saturation current density
beneath metal contacts j0,met [3]. The results of these three
thorough investigations complement each other regarding
their contributions to understanding the contact formation
on boron-doped emitters and offer the extraction of design rules for metal pastes, doping profiles, and firing
process optimizations. The work at hand intents to unite
these aspects in a condensed form and gives a compact
but comprehensive overview over the results and their
implications for n-type silicon solar cell technology.
We start by introducing an analytical model for calculation of ρC and the quasi-steady-state-photoconductance (QSSPC) simulation model for three-dimensional
(3D) j0,met simulations with metal spikes. In Section 3, we
present an optimization of boron diffusion processes utilizing boron tribromide (BBr3). This results in a set of
well characterized boron emitter doping profiles forming
the starting point for the further performed examinations.
Section 4 deals with the results concerning the correlation
between ρC and junction depth djunc, both experimentally
as well as with analytical calculations. The 3D QSSPC
simulations of j0,met considering metal spikes are performed in Section 5. In Section 6 we review the results
and extract conclusions for successful contact interface
management.

2

THEORY

2.1 Analytical model for calculation of specific contact
resistances
To analytically calculate ρC, the procedure introduced
in Refs. [4,5] for silver contacts on phosphorus-doped
surfaces forms the starting point. The analytical model
applied in these works considers the three current
transport mechanisms between metal and highly-doped
silicon, namely thermionic emission (TE) [6], thermionic
field emission (TFE) [7], and field emission (FE) [7].
Of course, for using the analytical model for borondoped surfaces, the dopant-type-dependent variables concerning the applied current transport mechanisms are
adapted to the p-type boron doping, as e.g. Schottky barrier height qΦb, effective tunneling mass mt*, and effective Richardson constant A*. As the boron dopant concentration for the doping profiles under investigation is always lower than 1020 cm-3, FE processes do not have to
be taken into account [2]. Hence, the applied analytical
model considers parallel connection of TE and TFE processes.
Furthermore, it is assumed that current transport occurs exclusively via metal spikes in direct contact with both
the bulk of the Ag-Al contact and the boron-doped emitter.
Therein, the depth-dependent progression of the boron
doping profile is taken into account. For the calculations,
the following assumptions/simplifications are made:
 The considered wafer surface is smooth and parallel to the (100) crystal plane of silicon, and
 the spikes are represented by fully-formed inverted pyramids with quadratic base grown into the
boron-doped silicon surface with an angle of 54.7°
[6] to the (100) plane.
The approach pursued allows for calculating ρC depending on e.g. doping profile N(d), spike penetration
depth dspike, and spike coverage fraction Aspike. An indepth description of the analytical model with all applied
formulae and input parameters can be found in Ref. [2].
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2.3 3D QSSPC simulation of dark saturation current density beneath metal contacts
We emulate the experimental technique of the injection-dependent charge carrier lifetime measurement with
Sentaurus Device [11], which can be done, e.g., using the
QSSPC measurement technique developed by Sinton et
al. [12]. Therein, the j0e is extracted according to Eq. (1).
A 2D-cross-section of the 3D model’s symmetry element
through the spike tip plane is depicted in Fig. 1.
The symmetry element is symmetrical in built regarding front and rear side geometry and doping profiles. For
this characterization method, the base region is also boron
doped. A flash with exponential decay is applied illuminating this virtual sample. Here the simulation has a major advantage compared to the experiment, as the metal
layer covering the surface can be defined optically transparent while still retaining the electrical features of a metal contact, especially recombination characteristics. j0,met,
which is equal to j0e in this approach due to complete surface metallization, then is extracted according to Eq. (1).
Although the virtual sample is covered with a metal
layer, QSSPC measurements/simulations are conducted
without contacting the probe, meaning no current extraction through the contact occurs; so we expect the ρC to have
little impact on the results. Although no pn-junction is
present, which is possibly distorted by deep spikes, the
observation window for the QSSPC simulation ends
shortly above the pn-junction. Spikes deeper than that
lower the excess carrier density to a degree, where no
reasonable evaluation is possible anymore. We already
touch the limits of the Sentaurus Device metal interface
model by applying metal layers to an inhomogeneously
doped silicon boundary, as it is the case for the spike flanks.
A spike reaching from the surface as far as the lowly-doped
base region would be too much of a speculation in terms of
modeling and would not be covered by the implemented
metal boundary models in Sentaurus Device.

Fig. 1. Cross section through the spike tip plane. The
virtual junction for an actual doping profile is indicated
(the QSSPC model does not have a junction).

OPTIMIZED BBR3 DIFFUSION PROCESSES

For a deeper understanding of the functionality of
boron emitters regarding the correlation of ρC to the junction depth or the dependence of j0,met on the profile progression, tailoring of doping profiles needs to be possible.
Profiles with the same maximum dopant concentration
Nmax but different depth or profiles with similar depth but
different Nmax are desirable. Several BBr3 diffusion process variations have been performed to find such profiles.
Now, one investigation is discussed in more detail, where
only one process parameter has been stepwise adjusted.
The starting point in the generation of boron doping
profiles is emitter profile Em A depicted in Fig. 2, a doping profile with a maximum dopant concentration Nmax =
9.1·1019 cm-3 and an emitter sheet resistance Rsh = 66 Ω/sq.
The doping profiles are determined by electrochemical
capacitance voltage measurements (ECV). The BBr3 diffusion process features a post-oxidation (PO) step right
after the drive-in step which leads to the pronounced
depletion at the wafer surface as the solubility of boron is
higher in silicon oxide than in silicon [13].
The performed experiment aims at reducing the recombination activity of passivated and textured borondoped surfaces by lowering Nmax. One approach is to
prolong the PO. Starting from process Em A, which features the standard PO, five variations with longer PO are
investigated, while keeping the other parameters as for
Em A. The resulting profiles are given in Fig. 2. With
stepwise increasing PO from process Em A to process
Em F, Nmax decreases while the profiles become deeper.
The reasons for this result are segregation of boron into
the growing silicon oxide layer at the silicon interface,
oxidation enhanced diffusion of boron, and longer diffusion times in general [13,14]. Further details on the conducted BBr3 diffusion processes can be found in Ref. [1].
For Em F, this results in Nmax ≈ 1.8·1019 cm-3 and a depth
d ≈ 850 nm, yielding Rsh = 104 Ω/sq.
In Fig. 3, the j0e for the diffusion processes with
adapted PO are depicted. The respective open-circuit
voltage limit VOC,limit is also specified. The j0e is determined by QSSPC measurements on samples as shown in
Fig. 3 using Eq. (1). The samples feature alkaline textured, highly doped surfaces that are passivated by a layer
stack of Al2O3/SiNx deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).
-3

with elementary charge q, sample thickness W, effective
intrinsic carrier density ni,eff, excess carrier density in the
base region n, ambipolar carrier diffusion constant Damb,
and surface carrier lifetime s.
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2.2 Determination of emitter dark saturation current densities of highly-doped and passivated surfaces
The emitter dark saturation current densities j0e of alkaline textured samples with highly-doped and passivated
surfaces are extracted from QSSPC [8] measurements utilizing the slope-method introduced by Kane and Swanson
[9]. For data analysis, the latest evaluation procedure from
Kimmerle et al. [10] is applied, for which j0e is given by
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Fig. 2. Charge carrier concentration profiles determined by
ECV measurements for different variations of the postoxidation step within the BBr3 diffusion process basing on
Em A. The measurements are performed on alkaline sawdamage etched surfaces at the samples’ center positions.
The Rsh measured by means of inductive coupling at the
ECV measurement spots as well as Nmax are specified.
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Fig. 3. Dark saturation current densities j0e of alkaline
textured and passivated (PECVD Al2O3/SiNx) samples
after firing in dependence of emitter sheet resistance Rsh
measured by means of inductive coupling. The error bars
represent the standard deviation of the measurement data
reflecting the uniformity in j0e and Rsh over the wafer surface for more than one wafer. The open-circuit voltage
limit VOC,limit is calculated from j0e by using the one-diode
model with jSC = 39 mA/cm2 and temperature T = 25°C.
It is seen that linear correlation exists between Rsh
and j0e: the higher Rsh, the lower j0e. The more the PO is
extended, the lower the recombination at the surface and
the lower the Auger recombination within the emitter
volume, which results in lower j0e. Thus, with varying the
PO, j0e is significantly reduced from j0e = 60 fA/cm2 for
Em A to j0e = 30 fA/cm2 for Em F. This emitter allows
for a VOC,limit = 717 mV, resulting in an increase of 18 mV
in VOC,limit with respect to emitter Em A.
BBr3 diffusion Em F is a very promising candidate
for further developments and its implementation into
n-type silicon solar cells. Besides a high VOC,limit = 717 mV,
this process with reduced Nmax is found to be electrically
contactable by screen-printed and fired silver-aluminum
contacts with a specific contact resistance ρC below
4 mΩcm2. This ρC is on the same level with that for process
Em A. Thus, the larger junction depth of Em F is beneficial
for achieving a low ρC as will be shown in the following
section. Further, a benefit for larger junction depth is also
anticipated regarding less recombination underneath the
metal contacts based on the findings of Section 5.
4 IMPACT OF JUNCTION DEPTH ON SPECIFIC
CONTACT RESISTANCE
The impact of an increase in junction depth of the
boron emitter on ρC is examined utilizing two commercially available Ag-Al screen printing pastes from different manufacturers, referred to as “Ag-Al1” and “AgAl2”.
For this purpose, three boron doping profiles with different junction depths but nearly equal curve progressions in
the near-surface region are utilized, which are a result
from the before mentioned investigations. The ρC are
measured on alkaline textured and passivated surfaces
after contact firing according to the transmission line
model (TLM) [15,16].
4.1 Approach
Starting with Em A, two further boron doping
profiles – Em G and Em H – with similar Nmax but deeper
junctions are considered; see Fig. 4. The C are determined on the front side of final n-type Cz-Si solar cell
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Fig. 4. Boron doping profiles N(d) determined by ECV
measurements at the center of alkaline textured wafers
for the specified BBr3 diffusion processes. The maximum
dopant concentrations Nmax are specified.
structures with Al2O3 and SiNx passivation layer both
applied by PECVD. The fabrication process of the samples using sequential diffusion processes is discussed in
more detail in Ref. [2]. After contact firing in an industrial
conveyor belt furnace (peak wafer temperature ≈ 720°C for
< 1 s), all samples are cut into 10 mm-wide strips and ρC
is determined by the TLM method. The finger widths are
≈ 80 µm for both Ag-Al pastes. For each boron doping
with each Ag-Al paste, two wafers are examined. The
TLM measurements are performed at six different
positions per wafer in the wafer center where the diffusion
process formed a very homogenous boron doping.
4.2 Specific contact resistance
Fig. 5 shows the measured ρC, which are overall very
low with ρC ≤ 5 mΩcm². A clear trend is visible for both
Ag-Al pastes and the three boron doping profiles; lower
ρC is measured for increasing junction depth djunc: ρC for
paste Ag-Al1 decreases from ρC = (3.7 ± 0.8) mΩcm² for
Em A (djunc ≈ 570 nm) to ρC = (2.0 ± 0.4) mΩcm² for
Em H (djunc ≈ 980 nm). Paste Ag-Al2 shows consistently
about half the ρC as paste Ag-Al1 for each doping profile
with the same trend regarding the junction depths. This
result demonstrates that the measured ρC is significantly
affected by the levels of doping concentration behind the
dopant’s peak (Nmax), i.e. the profile’s shape. Thus, Nmax
Specific contact resistance C (mcm²)
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Fig. 5. Specific contact resistances ρC for two Ag-Al
pastes obtained by TLM measurements on alkaline textured and boron-doped surfaces after contact firing. The
surfaces are coated with a layer stack of Al2O3 and SiNx
both applied by PECVD. The junction depths djunc of the
boron doping profiles are also stated. The meaning of the
box plots is exemplary explained for the first data set.
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is not the oonly parameterr which determiines the low ressistance elecctrical contactaability of boro
on-doped surfacces
utilizing A
Ag-Al contactss. On the otherr hand, it is aalso
clear that the Ag-Al pastte itself has a major
m
influence on
the electriccal contact form
mation.
4.3 Microsstructure investiigation of the contact interfacee
To invvestigate the siilicon surface below
b
the screeenprinted annd fired Ag-Al contacts, scan
nning electron m
microscopy ((SEM) images are
a taken after wet-chemical
w
etc
tching of the TLM measurem
ment strips. An
n exemplary SE
EM
image is shown in Fig. 6. The markeed spike impriints
imply a fo
former metal sppike presence at these locatioons
[17]. The crystallites werre either in dirrect contact to the
bulk metaal or separated from it by an intermediate thhin
glass layerr. Different sizzes of crystallite imprints can be
observed, also very largge and thus deep
d
imprints are
apparent. This finding iss in line with the
t findings froom
other authoors [18–20]. Thhe imprints are significantly
larger in size than thosee observed forr silver pastes on
her examinatioons
phosphoruus-doped surfacces [17]. Furth
reveal thatt the spikes pennetrate some 100
0 nm up to seveeral
microns ddeep into the booron-doped emiitter surfaces, aand
the spike ccoverage is founnd to be in the range
r
of 1% [2]].
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5.1 Approach
The next topiic of interest is the impact of the in Fig. 6
deepicted spikes on j0,met of thee emitter dopin
ng profiles.
Here, too, we tak
ke Em A as a sstarting point. In
I addition,
he emitter with the lowest j0e, Em F, is taken into acth
co
ount; see Fig. 8.. Two further vaariations of BB
Br3 diffusion
prrocess parameters yield the two intermediiate doping
prrofiles Em I and Em J, which arre also examineed.
The emitter profiles
p
Em A, E
Em F, Em I, an
nd Em J are
sim
mulated with varied
v
spike suurface coveragee Aspike and
deepth dspike, as described
d
in Secction 2.3. The surface reco
ombination velo
ocity at the meetal-silicon interface is set
to Smet = 107 cm/ss and j0,met is exxtracted.
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4.3 Analyytical model forr calculating sp
pecific contact resistances
The annalytical model, introduced in
n Section 2.1, allows for ccalculation of ρC dependent on
n e.g. doping pprofile N(d), spike penetration depth dspike, and spike covverage fractioon Aspike. Refer to Ref. [2] for a detailed discuussion of thee performed callculations. Heree, only a subsett of
the results is discussed. Fig.
F 7 depicts th
he relative changges
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or the calculated
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ρC obtained for bo
oron profile Em
m A. The solid liines are calcu
ulated with an effective tunnneling mass mt* = 0.5 m0
(m
m0: electron maass), and a Schoottky barrier heeight qΦb =
0.54 eV. To dem
monstrate that tthe calculated relative
r
ρC m or less indeependent of thee used input
differences are more
paarameters, the effective tunnneling mass mt* and the
Scchottky barrierr height qΦb aare also varieed (dashed/
do
otted lines). Sin
nce only the ratiios of ρC are off interest for
th
his comparison, the results are independent on
n Aspike. No
difference in ρC is visible for dspike ≤ 60 nm. For
dspike > 60 nm, an
a impact on ρC due to th
he different
do
oping profile progressions iis evident: ρC decreases
relative to profilee Em A for thee deeper profiless Em G and
Em
m H in dependen
nce of dspike. Thhe lowest ρC is obtained
o
for
prrofile Em H. Th
he relative diffe
ferences in ρC between
b
(i)
prrofile Em A and
d Em G of up tto ≈ –20% and (ii) profile
Em
m A and Em H of up to ≈ – 40%
% are in the rang
ge of the expeerimentally deteermined differennces; see Fig. 5.
5 The most
sig
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00 nm. Althoug
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deeeper junctions. Finally, the pprocess induced
d depletion
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uence on ρC, iff the spikes are deeper than th
hese 60 nm.
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his is also consiidered in detail in Ref. [2].
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5.2 Simulaation results forr j0,met
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5.3 Discussion
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mportance.
For every em
mitter we reach the j0,met calcu
ulated based
on
n measurementss for spike cove
verages of 10% and higher
beefore the spike depth passes tthe pn-junction
n of a solar
ceell equipped with the respectitive doping pro
ofile. In no
caase, we can show
s
the meaasured results inside our
ob
bservation window (which ddoes not reach up to the
ju
unction depth) for
f the experimeentally observeed coverage
off 1%. This though was not nnecessary to sh
how, as we
kn
now from imaging results (FFig. 6), that so
ome spikes
haave a surface ex
xpansion whichh geometrically indicates a
peenetration into the
t base regionn. That leaves us
u with two
in
nclusions: eitherr the surface ccoverage of thee examined
saamples is largeer than 1%; a case we canno
ot exclude,
sin
nce the coverage measuremennt was only peerformed at
on
ne probe and thu
us cannot be geeneralized. Or we
w have the
caase that – at cov
verage fractionss of 1% and low
wer – spikes
beecome only reelevant if theyy penetrate th
hrough the
ju
unction. This co
onforms to our experimental results
r
of a
larrgely increased
d j0,met, which iinfluences VOC. The effect
on
n the fill factor FF due to shunnting will not be discussed
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here as thee simulation phhysics do not suffice in termss of
contact moodeling here (seee Section 2.3).
As a llast point we would
w
like to point
p
out that 3D
modelling is inevitable when
w
simulating
g spikes. 2D spiike
models ovverestimate thee j0,met increasee heavily. Thiss is
explainablle by geometrical considerattions: 2D spikkes,
extrapolateed to the thirdd dimension, are
a effectively Vgrooves annd not invertedd pyramids. Theerefore their tipp is
effectivelyy an edge, which increaases the cruccial
recombinaation interface massively.
m
Therrefore, 2D moddels
are not suiitable for these simulated geom
metries.
6

nu
umber are form
med. Further, w
we recommend deep
d
boron
em
mitter profiles for
f n-type solar cells which alllow for low
r
against ddeep spiking.
C and are more robust
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CONC
CLUSION

ofile “Em A” w
with
Our sttarting point is the emitter pro
19
high maxim
mum doping cooncentration Nmax
m-3
m = 9.1·10 cm
and a darkk saturation currrent density j0e = 60 fA/cm².
The first stage of this work is a pro
ocess variation for
dation leading tto a
BBr3 diffuusion with proloonged post-oxid
cluster off emitter shappes with decreasing Nmax aand
increasingg junction depthh djunc. The emittter with the deeepest junctioon (Em F) emerged as the one with the low
west
j0e = 30 fA
A/cm² on alkalinne textured and passivated surfa
face
in conjuncction with Nmaxx = 1.8·1019 cm-33, djunc = 0.85 µ
µm,
and a sheeet resistance Rshh = 115 Ω/sq.
The seecond stage seets the focus on
o the metallizzed
emitter reggion. Even em
mitter Em F with
h the lowest N max
of the clusster of stage onne could be elecctrically contactted
with a speecific contact resistance C < 4 mΩcm² usingg a
commerciaally available silver-aluminum
m paste. Herebby,
the questiion arised how
w the emitter profile shape in
wo
conjunctioon with metal spikes influ
uences C. Tw
derivates oof Em A with identical curve progression
p
in tthe
near-surface region but deeper
d
junction
ns are experimeentally realizzed, showing thhat the deeper profiles
p
yield loower C. Anaalytical calculaations, taking in
nto account dirrect
current coonduction betw
ween metal spik
kes and the buulk
contact, reeveal also that the junction depth
d
impacts C:
the deepeer the junction
n, the longer the
t metal spikke’s
flanks expperience higher doped regions which contribuutes
to lower C.
In the third stage, thee impact of meetal spiking on tthe
emitter daark saturation current
c
density j0,met beneath tthe
metallizedd area is investtigated by 3D Sentaurus Devvice
QSSPC siimulations. Forr that, we agaain employed tthe
doping proofile Em A, ouur champion emitter Em F (ssee
first stagee) and two inntermediate pro
ofiles (Em I aand
Em J). Ass a result we seee that the emiitters seem qu
uite
unaffected
d by shallow spiking
s
regardiing recombinatiion
currents. j0,met only increeases slightly as
a spikes progrress
towards grreater depths wiithin the emitterr profile. Howevver,
each emittter profile has a critical zone above
a
the junctiion
line. If a sspike’s tip reacches into this zone, j0,met expeeriences an oover-exponential increase orig
ginating from tthe
spike tip, qquickly leadingg to j0,met of sev
veral thousandss of
fA/cm². Thhis critical zon
ne depends on the
t emitter proffile
shape, butt could roughlly be set to 25
50 nm above tthe
junction line. Resultingg from this recognition, deepper
emitter prrofiles are muuch more robu
ust against deeep
spiking.
Finallyy we can statte that the forrmation of meetal
spikes on metallized boroon emitters is a desirable featuure
regarding contact formattion, if their deepths can be coontrolled. T
Therefore metaal pastes and firing proces ses
should be optimized suchh that shallow spikes in suffici ent
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